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Inherent Affinities 

IF PHOTOGRAPHY survives in film, film must share the same affinities. Ac- 
cordingly, four of the five affinities which seem to be characteristic of film 
should be identical with those of photography. Nevertheless they call for 
renewed discussion because of their extended scope and their specifically 
cinematic implications. The last affinity to be examined-for the "flow 
of lifef'-is peculiar to film alone, since photography cannot picture life 
in motion. 

THE UNSTAGED 

As has been pointed out, everything reproducible in terms of the 
camera may be represented on the screen-which means that, for instance, 
the "canning" of a theatrical performance is in principle unobjectionable. 
Yet I have stressed that films conform to the cinematic approach only if 
they acknowledge the realistic tendency by concentrating on actual physical 
existence-"the beauty of moving wind in the trees," as D. W. Griffith 
expressed it in a 1947 interview in which he voiced his bitterness at con- 
temporary Hollywood and its unawareness of that beauty.' In other words, 
film, notwithstanding its ability to reproduce, indiscriminately, all kinds 
of visible data, gravitates toward unstaged reality. And this in turn has 
given rise to two interrelated propositions regarding staging:'First, staging 
is aesthetically legitimate to the extent that it evokes the illusion of ac- 
tuality. Second, by the same token anything stagy is uncinematic if it 
passes over the basic properties of the medium. 

There would be nothing to be added were it not for the last proposi- 
tion about staginess. Although the general statement that the artificiality 
of stagy settings or compositions runs counter to the medium's declared 
preference for nature in the raw is certainly to the point, it neverthelea 
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requires qualification. Experience shows that the uncinematic effect of 
staginess is mitigated in at least two cases. 

For one thine, take all the films which, from THE CABINET OF DR. 
CALICARI to the Japanese GATE OF HEIX, are palpably patterned on paint- 
ings: it is true that they ignore unadulterated reality, ~eality not yet sub- 
jected to painterly treatment, but at the same time they meet Hermann 
Warm's request that films should be "drawings brought to life."* Now their 
compliance with his request is of consequence cinematically. One will re- 
member that in the preceding chapter movement as contrasted with 
motionlessness has been identified as a subject of cinematic interest. Films 
bringing "drawings . . . to life" may be considered an annex to this group; 
if they do not contrast motion with a state of rest. yet they picture the 
birth of motion out of that state. In fact. we experience the sensation of 
nascent movement whenever seemingly painted figures and objects take 
on life in spite of their inherent immobility. The experience is all the 
more stirring since they cannot help preserving the character of drawings. 
As the protagonists of CAJ-ICARI-Dr. Caligari himself and the medium 
Cesare-move through expressionist settings, they continue to fuse with 
the motionless shadows and bizarre designs about them.2 And some scenes 
of GATE OF HELL are nothing but scrolls set moving as if by a magic wand. 
What attracts us in these films is the miracle of movement as such. I t  
adds a touch of cinema to them. 

As for the other case, a similar effect may be produced with the aid 
of specifically cinematic techniques and devices. This is in keeping with 
what has been said about the relationships between the basic and tech. 
nical properties of film in the second chapter. According to the rule ad- 
vanced there, even a film with stagy settings-to mention only this one 
aspect of staginess-may acquire a cinematic quality provided its technical 
execution testifies to a sense of the medium; whereby it is understood, 
though. that such a film is under all circumstances less cinematic than a 
film devoted to camera-reality. In Olivier's HAMLET the camera is con- 
tinually on the move, thus making the spectator almost forget that the 
interiors through which it travels and pans are intended to externalize the 
mood of the play rather than impart that of anything external; or to be 
more precise, he must divide his attention between two conflicting worlds 
which are suppsed to merge into a whole but actually do not blend well: 
the cinematic world suggested by camera movement and the deliberately 
unreal world established by the stage designer. In the same way Fritz Lang 
manages to imbue the flood episode of his METROPOLIS, a film of unsur- 
passable staginess in many respects, with a semblance of cinematic life. 
The fleeing crowds in that episode are staged voraciously and rendered 

Â See p. 39. 
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through a combination of long shots and close shots which provide exactly 
the kind of random impressions we would receive were we to witness this 
spectacle in reality. Yet the cinematic impact of the crowd images some- 
what suffers from the fact that the scene is laid in architectural surround- 
ings which could not be more stylized: 

T H E  FORTUITOUS 

The fortuitous being a characteristic of camera-reality, film no less 
than photography is attracted by it. Hence the major role assigned to it in 
a truly cinematic genre, the American silent film comedy. T o  be sure, the 
minor triumphs of Buster Keaton or Chaplin's Tramp over destructive 
natural forces, hostile objects, and human brutes were sometimes due to 
feats of acrobatic skill. Yet unlike most circus productions, film comedy 
did not highlight the performer's proficiency in braving death and sur- 
mounting impossible difficulties; rather, it minimized his accomplishments 
in a constant effort to present successful rescues as the outcome of sheer 
chance. Accidents superseded destiny; unpredictable circumstances now 
foreshadowed doom, now jelled into propitious constellations for no visiile 
reason. Take Harold Lloyd on the skyscraper: what protected him from 
falling to death was not his prowess but a random combination of external 
and completely incoherent events which, without being intended to come 
to his help, dovetailed so perfectly that he could not have fallen wen had 
he wanted to. Accidents were the very soul of ~lapstick.~ 

The affinity of film for haphazard contingencies is most strikingly 
demonstrated by its unwavering susceptibility to the "street"-a term de- 
signed to cover not only the street, particularly the city street, in the 
literal sense, but also its various extensions, such as railway stations, dance 
and assembly halls, bars, hotel lobbies, airports, etc. If the medium's 
descent from, and kinship with, photography needed additional confirma- 
tion, this very specific preference, common to both of them, would supply 
it. Within the present context the street, which has already been character- 
ized as a center of fleeting impressions, is of interest as a region where the 
accidental prevails over the providential, and happenings in the nature of 
unexpected incidents are all but the rule. Startling as it may sound, since 
the days of Lumihre there have been only few cinematic films that would 
not include glimpses of a street, not to mention the many films in which 
some street figures among the protagonists. 

It was D. W .  Griffith who initiated this tradition. For prototypes of 
cinematically significant imagery one will always have to revert to him. He 

Â Cf. pp. 36-7. 

featured the sheet as an area dominated by chance in a manner remi- 
niscent of Lumihre's shots of crowded public places. In one of his early 
films, which bears the suggestive title THE MUSKETEERS o r  PIG ALLEY, much 
of the action is laid in dingy houses, a New York East Side street teeming 
with nondescript passers-by, a low dive, and a small yard between cheap 
tenement houses where teenagers forever loiter about. [Illus. 171 More im- 
portant, the action itself, which revolves around a thievery and ends on 
a pursuit, grows out of these locales. They offer opportunities to the 
criminal gang to which the thief is committed; and they provide the 
adventitious encounters and promiscuous gatherings which are an essen- 
tial element of the intrigue. All this is resumed on a broader scale in the 
"modern story" of Griffith's INTOLERANCE. There the street takes on an 
additional function reserved for it: it turns into the scene of bloody 
clashes between striking workers and soldiers sent out against them. (The 
sights of the crowds of fleeing workers and the corpses left behind fore- 
shadow the Russian films of the Revolution.) 

Yet if the street episodes of the "modem story" involve the depiction 
of mass violence, they do by no means exhaust themselves in it. Eisenstein 
praises them for something less glaring-the way in which they impress 
upon the spectator the fortuitous appearances and occurrences inseparable 
from the street as such. In 1944, all that he remembered of these episodes 
was an ephemeral passer-by. After having described him, Eisenstein con- 
tinues: "As he passes he interrupts the most pathetic moment in the con- 
versation of the suffering boy and girl. I can remember next to nothing 
of the couple, but this passer-by who is visible in the shot only for a flash- 
ing glimpse stands alive before me now-and I haven't seen the film for 
twenty years! Occasionally," he adds, "these unforgettable figures actually 
walked into Griffith's films almost directly from the street: a bit-player 
developed in Griffith's hands to stardom; the passer-by who may never 
again have been filmed."' 

ENDLESSNESS 

Like photography, film tends to cover all material phenomena virtually 
within reach of the camera. To express the same otherwise, it is as if the 
medium were animated by the chimerical desire to establish the continuum 
of physical existence. 

24 consecutive hours 

This desire is drastically illustrated by a film idea of Femand Liger's. 
Uger dreamed of a monster film which would have to record painstakingly 



the life of a man and a woman during twentyfour consecutive hours: their 
work, their silence, their intimacy. Nothing should be omitted; nor should 
they ever be aware of the presence of the camera. "I think." he observed, 
"this would be so terrible a thing that people would run away horrified, 
calling for help as if caught in a world catastrophe."Uger is right. Such 
a film would not just portray a sample of everyday life but, in portraying 
it, dissolve the familiar contours of that life and expose what our conven- 
tional notions of it  conceal from view-its widely ramified roots in crude 
existence. W e  might well shrink, panic-stricken, from these alien patterns 
which would denote our ties with nature and claim recognition as part 
of the world we live in and are. 

Routes of passage 

In passing through the continuum of physical existence, the Elm 
maker may choose different routes. (Since the continuum is endless, his 
urge to render it  completely, if only in one single direction, is of course 
unrealizable. So he will have to use certain devices, such as the fade-in, 
the fade-out, the lapdissolve, etc, in order to  mark the necessary breaks in 
the representation of the continuum and/or smoothly to connect different 
sections of it.) 

Five routes of passage are discernible. 
First, films may cover vast expanses of physical reality. Think of 

travelogues or feature films involving travel: they have certainly a cine- 
matic flavor, provided they sustain the impression of traveling and show 
real concern for the far-distant places they picture in the process. Also 
chases belong here in a sense. Laffay, who extols the "pure poetry oÂ de- 
placement" manifest in cinematic travel films, says of chases that they 
"open up the universe on all sides and make us gauge its infinite soli., 
darity."' 

T h e  solidarity of the universe can be demonstrated either by show- 
ing phenomena in different places successively in a time sequence, as is 
the case with chases, or by creating the impression that these phenomena 
offer themselves to view a t  one and the same moment. T h e  latter alterna- 
tive, which stresses their co-existence, represents an  instance of "reality 
of another dimension." in as much as it  amounts to a cinematic inter- 
ference with conventional time; by dint of sheer editing the spectator 
is led to witness widely scattered events simultaneously so that he gets 
the feeling of being omnipresent. O f  course, the assemblage of such events 
serves the purpose only if the film maker succeeds in suggesting a spatial 
continuum with their aid. R u t t m h n  in his BERLIN, a cross section of 
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Berlin everyday life in documentary style, tries to accomplish this task 
by capturing simultaneous phenomena which, owing to certain analogies 
and contrasts between them, form comprehensible patterns. Much like 
Vertov, he cuts from human legs walking the street to the legs of a cow 
and juxtaposes the luscious dishes in a deluxe restaurant with the appall- 
ing food of the very poor.r 

Yet these linkages are purely decorative and rather obvious. More 
meaningful is the dense fabric into which various sections of space are 
woven in Room's remarkably mature BED ATO SOFA, a 1926 Soviet film 
which dramatizes the bad housing conditions in contemporary Moscow. 
Its sustained emphasis on ubiquity enables the spectator to encompass, 
as if in one glance, overcrowded lodgings and wide city prospects, thus 
stirring him to wonder a t  their unaccountable togetherness.8 Another 
significant example of simultaneity, pointed out by Laffay,@ is A NIGHT AT 

THEOPERA. In this film, the Marx Brothers confirm the solidarity of a given 
universe by violently destroying it; the whole universe seems to collapse 
when all the objects filling it  are removed from their set locales and 
forced to mingle, hodgepodge fashion.' 

Second, films may follow the chain of causes and effects responsible 
for some event. This route, too, marks an attempt to suggest the con- 
tinuum of physical reality or a t  least a continuum largely involving it. 
The attempt is all the more true to the medium since it is bound to drive 
home the impact which, as Cohen-S6at puts it, "the most minute inci- 
dental circumstances [exert] on the unfolding of d e s t i n i e ~ . " ~ ~  His statement 
implies that the affinity for the fortuitous goes well together with the con- 
cern for causal interrelationships. Leaving aside the many science films 
whose job it  is to trace, one by one, the reasons behind some physical or 
psychological phenomenon, there are enough feature films in which the 
same inquisitiveness asserts itself. D. W. Griffith insists on detailing, in 
his last-minute-rescue episodes, all the factors which obstruct or facilitate 
the rescuers' heroic enterprise. Collisions and interventions, trains missed 

i 

or jumped, horses on highways and legs negotiating floes-everything that 
contributes, in one sense or another, toward the final result is exposed to 
scrutiny, 

Even assuming that Griffith delays the inevitable happy ending as long 
as possible for the purpose of increasing audience suspense, he implements 
this intention in a manner which testifies to his genuine concern with 4 
establishing the connecting links between the initial stage of the action 

' N o t e  that the representation of spatial simultaneity on the screen has struck 
the imagination of writers and artists. When John DOS Passes in some of his novels 
juttapom simultaneous events at different points of the globe, he clearly follows the 
lead o f  the cinema. 
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and its accomplishment. There is something of the explorer's curiosity 
about the eagerness with which he exhibits minor motivations and acces- 
sory moments. And being contagious, this curiosity itself creates suspense- 
the kind of suspense aroused, for instance, by Pabst's silent film, THE 
SECRETS OF A SOUL. In it the dramatic interest lies with the psychoanalyti- 
cal investigation of the causes that have produced the hero's phobia toward 
knives. Part science, part fiction, this pictorial analysis leads into the thicket 
of a bygone psychophysical world, implicating a succession of affect-laden 
surroundings and objects. Emphasis on the unfolding of causal interrelation- 
ships seems to call for a reversal of the course which narratives devoted to 
the "unfolding of destinies" are usually taking. They move forward with 
Time, while THE SECRETS OF A SOUL travels from the present into the past. 
More outspoken than this Pabst film, both CITIZEN KANE and RASEOMON 
start with a fait accompli and from there wander back to shed light on its 
trail. In the latter film three or four people in a position to know how the 
murder stated at the outset was committed relate the relevant facts as they 
allegeay perceive them. Each account recovers the chain of events 
but not even two of them actually coincide. RASHOMON represents, among 
other things, a cinematic effort to impress upon us the inexhaustibility of 
the causal continuum. 

Third, films may, so to speak, caress one single object long enough to 
make us imagine its unlimited aspects. Since this route offers less opportu- 
nity for dramatic action than the routes suggesting geographical and causal 
endlessness, it has scarcely been followed so far. Oertel avails himself of it 
in those parts of his THE TITAN which are consecrated to the depiction of 
Michelangelo's sculptures. Under constantly changing light conditions the 
camera repeatedly pans or travels at close range over the limbs and the 
torso of some statue, deriving from the identical original an abundance of 
two-dimensional patterns. No matter to what extent these patterns stall 
bear on the statue they explore, they are cinematic in as much as they tend 
to immerse us in the infinity of shapes that lie dormant in any given one.1' 
Robert Bresson in his DIARY OF A COUNTRY PRIEST seems to aspire to the 
same kind of infinity. Theface of the young priest looks different each time 
you look a t  him; ever-new facets of his face thread this film. 

Fourth, films may evoke the innumerable experiences which an indi- 
vidual is likely to undergo in a single crucial moment of his life. As in 
many cases of causal interrelationships, this possibility involves material 
reality without being confined to it. I t  was envisaged by Eisenstein in the 
monologue intbieur which he planned to incorporate into his treatment of 
AN hmm~ TRAGEDY. The monologue is to take place at the dramatic 
moment when Clyde is prepared to drown Roberta and make it look like 
an accident. I t  is evident that for an understanding of the ensuing trial 
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much depends on what is going on in Clyde's mind at this juncture. Eisen- 
stein therefore resolved to film the inner workings of his hero's mind-an 
idea which, as he relates in an essay of 1932, interested Joyce intensely. In 
the same essay Eisenstein also recalls his "montage lists," preliminary notes 
in which he tried to frame this inner monologue; they provided that the 
sequence should project not only Clyde's thought processes but the whole 
interaction, causative or not, between them and the external events of the 
moment: 

What wonderful sketches those montage lists were! 
Like thought, they would sometimes proceed with visual images. . . 
Then suddenly, definite intellectually formulated words-as "intellectual" 

and dispassionate as pronounced words. With a black screen, a rushing image- 
less visuality. 

Then in passionate disconnected speech. Nothing but nouns. Or nothing 
but verbs. Then interjections. With zigzags of aimless shapes, whirling along 
with these in synchronization. 

Then racing visual images over complete silence. 
Then linked with polmhonic sounds. Then polyphonic images. Then . ,. 

both at once. 
Then interpolated into the outer course of action, then interpolating 

elements of the outer action into the inner monologue. 

Eisenstein may have been convinced that the narrative had reached 
a point where full insight into Clyde's psychological condition was in- 
dispensable; but he could not possibly believe, even if he refused to admit 
it, that the inner monologue he planned was nothing more than an ade- 
quate implementation of story requirements. Actually these "montage 
lists" are "wonderful" because their rapturous wording testifies to an in- 
toxication with the flux of images and sounds which defies any boundaries, 
any restrictions arising from outside considerations. The monologue, as 
Eisenstein outlined it, clearly exceeds the framework of the story, however 
generous the allowance made for it; it even exceeds Clyde's own being; 
what it tends to convey instead is the endless series of circumstances and 
sensations which close in on Clyde at this particular moment. 

In listing them, Eisenstein, so his words suggest, not only cared little 
about story necessities but took positive delight in being released from 
them, in being for once permitted to record, or rather seem to record, a 
plethora of sense data without too much regard for their contribution to 
the total effect of the story itself. This is confirmed by his conclusion: "the 
material of the sound-film is not dialogue. The true material of the sound- 
film is. of course, the monolog~e.'"~ The true material, that is, is not 
merely life in the dimension of articulate meanings but life underneath- 
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a texture of impressions and expressions which reaches deep into physical 
existence. 

Fifth and finally, films may represent an indefinite number of material 
phenomena-eg. waves, machine parts, trees, and what not-in such a way 
that their forms, movements, and light values fell into comprehensible 
rhythmical patterns. The tendency thus to defy content in favor of rhythm 
will be examined in chapter 10.. Suffice it here to mention that this route 
of passage has been initiated in the days of the French avant-garde, when 
Germaine Dulac and others were championing the cinhm pw-a cinema 
aspiring to compositions intended as the equivalent of a symphony. 

THE INDETERMINATE 

Psychophysical correspondences 

As an extension of photography, film shares the latter's concern for 
nature in the raw. Though natural objects are relatively unstructured and, 
hence, indeterminate as to meaning, there axe varying degrees of indeter- 
minacy. Notwithstanding their relative lack of structure, a somber land- 
scape and a laughing face seem to have a definite significance in any given 
culture; and the same holds true of certain colors and light effects. Yet 
even these more outspoken phenomena are still essentially indefinable, as 
can be inferred from the readiness with which they change their apparently 
fixed meaning within changing contexts. T o  take an example from the 
screen, in ALEXANDER NEVSKY the Teutonic knights are clothed in white 
hoods; the white usually suggestive of innocence here is made to sienifv .. , 
scheming ruthlessness. In the same way, dependent on the context, the 
somber landscape may connote defiant intrepidity and the laughing face 
hysterical fear, 

Natural objects, then, are surrounded with a fringe of meanings liable 
to touch off various moods, emotions, runs of inarticulate thoughts; in 
other words, they have a theoretically unlimited number of psychological 
and mental correspondences. Some such correspondences may have a real 
foundation in the traces which the life of the mind often leaves in ma- 
terial phenomena; human faces are molded by inner experiences, and the 
patina of old houses is a residue of what has happened in them. This 
points to a two-way process. It is not only the given objects which function 
as stimuli; psychological events also form nuclei, and of course they on their 
part have physical correspondences. Under the influence of the shock he 

' Sec especially pp. 18L7. 
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7 suffers when dipping a madeleine into his tea, Proust's narrator is, body 
and soul, transported back to places, scenes, and the core of names many 
of which amount to overpowering images of things external. The generic 
term "psychophysical correspondences" covers all these more or less fluid 

\ 
I 

interrelations between the physical world and the psychological dimension ( 
in the broadest sense of the word-a dimension which borders on that; 
physical universe and is still intimately connected with it. 

For reasons discussed in earlier pages, screen images tend to reflect the 
indeterminacy of natural objects. However selective, a film shot does not 
come into its own unless it incorporates raw material with its multiple 
meanings or what Lucien Shve calls the "anonymous state of reality." Inci- 
dentally, She,  a brilliant young French critic, is quite aware of this charac- 
teristic of the cinematic shot. He judiciously remarks that the shot "de- 
limits without defining" and that it has the quality, "unique among the 
arts, of offering not much more explanations than reality" itself." 

But this raises a vitally important problem of editing. 

A basic editing principle 

Any film maker evolving a narrative is faced with the task of simulta- 
neously living up to two obligations which seem to be difficult to reconcile. 

On the one hand, he will have to advance the action by assigning to 
each shot a meaning relevant to the plot. That this reduction of meanings 
falls to editing was demonstrated by Kuleshov in the experiment he con- 
ducted together with Pudovkin. In order to prove the impact of editing on 
the significance of shots, he inserted one and the same shot of Mospkhin's 
otherwise noncommittal face in different story contexts; the result was 
that the actor's face appeared to express grief on a sad occasion and smiling 
satisfaction in a pleasant environment." In terms of the Kuleshov experi- 
merit, the film maker must therefore insert Mosjukhin's face in such a way 
that it assumes the significance required by the story at this particular 
place. (As will be seen later,' some story types depend for implementation 
to a lareer extent than others on the removal of all meanings which do not - 
"belong.") 

On the other hand, the film maker will wish to exhibit and penetrate 
physical reality for its own sake. And this calls for shots not yet stripped 
of their multiple meanings, shots still able to release their psychological 
correspondences. Accordingly, he must see to it that Mosjukhin's face re- 
tains, somehow, its virgin indeterminacy. 1 

* See cipecially pp. 221-2. 



But how can one meet this last requirement within the framework of 
an exacting narrative? Jean Epstein once protested his weakness for the 
standardized pistol scene in American films of the mid-'twenties-the pistol 
would be slowly removed from a half-open drawer and would then be en- 
larged to fill the screen, an enormous menace vaguely foreshadowing the 
crucial moment: "I loved this pistol. I t  appeared as a symbol of a thousand 
possibilities. The desires and disappointments it represented; the mass of 
combinations to which it offered a clue."" What  distinguishes this pistol 
scene is obviously the way it is edited. The shots comprising it are so juxta- 
posed that at least one of them-that of the pistol-preserves a certain 
independence of the intrigue. ~ n d  Epstein revels in it because it does not 
just point forward to something that will subsequently happen but stands 
out as an image iridescent with multiple meanings. Nevertheless this shot 
may well benefit the action. I t  is possible, then, to integrate shots of in- 
distinct meaningfulness into a narrative. 

This possibility should not come as a surprise to the reader, for he is 
already familiar with it from the analysis of the first Griffith close-up in 
AFTER MANY YEARS. Griffith, it could be shown there, manages to sustain 
the indeterminacy of Annie's face by provisionally withholding its specific 
significance. It all is a matter of editing. 

Examples of this editing procedure are fairly frequent. When in THE 
THIRD MAN the evil-minded boy appears for the first time he is a non- 
descript figure stirring our imagination; only on the occasion of his later 
reemergence is he made to play a well-defined role which automatically 
curtails previous speculations on his potentialities. In the opening sequence 
of THE END OF ST. PETEHSBUKC the image of a windmill seems to be inserted 
gratuitously while the young peasant is seen leaving his homestead for the 
big city. The windmill means nothing in particular and therefore means 
everything. But no sooner does the peasant approach the giant industrial 
plant where he will try to find a job than the image of the windmill is cut 
in again and now of course signifies his nostalgia for the countryside. Or 
think of those pictures in POTEMKIN which, for being only loosely con- 
nected with the unfolding story, invite the audience to absorb their mani- 
fold connotations-the silhouettes of ships in the harbor; the shadows of 
the sailors who carry the body of their dead comrade up the iron 
steps, etc.18* 

* In 1929, Eisenstein, the theoretician, differentiated between the prevalent mean. 
ing of a film shot-its "dominant"~and its multiple other meanings, which, in 
analogy to music. he called the "overtones" of the shot. And he declared hinuelf 
determined not to neglect the latter in the dominant. But as so often with Eisenstein, 
this pin in theoretical insight tended to make him self-conscious as an artist. Hi* 
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Notwithstanding their latent or ultimately even manifest bearing on 
the narrative to which they belong, all these shots are more or less free- 
hovering images of material reality. And as such they also allude to con- 
texts unrelated to the events which they are called upon to establish. Their 
cinematic quality lies precisely in their allusiveness, which enables them to 
yield all their psychological correspondences. Hence the infatuation of 
sensitive film makers or critics with material of a purely allusive 
character. "The frown of a tower," says Herman G. Scheffauer, "the scowl 
of a sinister alley, . . . the hypnotic draught of a straight road vanishing 
to a point-these exert their influences and express their natures; their 
essences flow over the scene and blend with the action. A symphony arises 
between the organic and the inorganic worlds and the lens peers behind 
inscrutable veils."" 

This leads to the formulation of a basic editing principle: any film 
narrative should be edited in such a manner that it does not simply con- 
fine itself to implementing the intrigue but also turns away from it toward 
the objects represented so that they may appear in their suggestive in- 
determinacy. 

THE "FLOW OF L I F E  

It follows from what has just been said that cinematic films evoke 
a reality more inclusive than the one they actually picture. They point 
beyond the physical world to the extent that the shots or combinations of 
shots from which they are built carry multiple meanings. Due to the con- 
tinuous influx of the psychophysical correspondences thus aroused, they 
suggest a reality which may fittingly be called "life." This term as used here 
denotes a kind of life which is still intimately connected, as if by an um- 
bilical cord, with the material phenomena from which its emotional and 
intellectual contents emerge. Now films tend to capture physical existence 
in its endlessness. Accordingly, one may also say that they have an affinity, 
evidently denied to photography, for the continuum of life or the "flow 
of life," which of course is identical with open-ended life. The concept 
"flow of life," then, covers the stream of material situations and happen- 
ings with all that they intimate in terms of emotions, values, thoughts. The 
implication is that the flow of life is predominantly a material rather than 
a mental continuum, even though, by definition, it extends into the mental 
dimension. (It might tentatively be said that films favor life in the form of 

deliberate montage on overtones in later films yields scenes and episodes which strike 
one as labored; they are far less convincing than the really indetermin~te shots which 
he spontaneously inserted in POTEMKIN and TEN DAYS. 
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everyday life-an assumption which finds some support in the medium's 
primordial concern for actuality.) 

Once again the street 

Eisenstein has been quoted as saying that the "unforgettable figures" 
in Griffith's films occasionally walked into them "almost directly fxom the 
street." Within the same context Eisenstein also remarks that "Griffith's 
inimitable bit-characters . . . seem to have run straight from life onto 
the screen."'** Inadvertently he thus equates life with the street. T h e  street 
in the extended sense of the word is not only the arena of fleeting im- 
pressions and chance encounters but a place where the flow of life is bound 
to assert itself. Again one will have to think mainly of the city street with 
its ever-moving anonymous crowds. T h e  kaleidoscopic sights mingle with 
unidentified shapes and fragmentary visual complexes and cancel each 
other out, thereby preventing the onlooker from following up any of the 
innumerable suggestions they offer. W h a t  appears to him are not so much 
sharp-contoured individuals engaged in this or that definable pursuit as 
loose throngs of sketchy, completely indeterminate figures. Each has a 
story, yet the story is not given. Instead, an incessant flow of possibilities 
and near-intangible meanings appears. This flow casts its spell over the 
d n e u r  or even creates him. T h e  fldneur is intoxicated with life in the 
street-life eternally dissolving the patterns which it  is about to form.l* 

T h e  medium's affinity for the flow of life would be enough to explain 
the attraction which the street has ever since exerted on the screen. Per- 
haps the first deliberately to  feature the street as the scene of life was Karl 
Grune in a half-expressionist, half-realistic film which significantly bears 
the title THE STREET (Die S t r a w )  . Its hero is a middle-aged petit bourgeois 
possessed with the desire to escape from the care of his lifeless wife and 
the prison of a home where intimacy has become deadening routine. T h e  
Street calls him. There life surges high and adventures are waiting for him. 
H e  looks out of the window and sees-not the street itself but a halluci- 
nated street, "Shots of rushing cars, fireworks, and crowds form, along 
with shots taken from a roller coaster, a confusing whole made still more 
confusing by the use of multiple exposures and the insertion of transparent 
close-ups of a circus clown, a woman, and an  organ-grinder."l0 One  evening 
he walks out into the real street-studio-built, for that matter-and gets 
more than his fill of sensations, what with card sharpers, prostitutes, and 
a murder to boot. Life, an agitated sea, threatens to drown him. There is 

' Cf. p. 63. 
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no end of films in this vein. If it is not a street proper they picture, it is 
one of its extensions, such as a bar, a railway station, or the like. Also, life 
may change its character; i t  need not be wild and anarchical as with Grune. 
In Delluc's FIEVRE or Cavalcanti's EN RADE a mood of fin-de-sidcle disen- 
chantment and nostalgic longing for faraway countries lingers in crowded 
sailor hangouts. And in Vittorio D e  Sica's THE BICYCLE THIEF and UM- 
BERTO D. the omnipresent streets breathe a tristesse which is palpably the 
outcome of unfortunate social conditions, [Illus. 181 But whatever its domi- 
nant characteristics, street life in all these films is not fully determined by 
them. I t  remains an unfixable flow which carries fearful uncertainties and 
alluring excitements. 

Stage interludes 

Stage episodes not only occur in numerous regular feature films, such 
as THE BIRTH OF A NATION or LA GRANDE ILLUSION, but form the backbone 
of most run-of-the-mill musicals. Chaplin as the Tramp has occasionally 
been fond of disrupting theatrical performances; and E. A. Dupont in his 
VARIETY has effectively contrasted dependable on-stage perfection with 
unpredictable off-stage passion. 

Stage interludes within otherwise realistic films assume a cinematic 
function to the extent that they throw into relief the flow of life from 
which they detach themselves. Paradoxical as it  may seem, the stagy, nor. 
mally against the grain of the medium, assumes a positive aesthetic func- 
tion if it is made to enhance the unstaged. Accordingly, the more stylized 
a cut-in theatrical production number, the better does it lend itself to 
serving as a foil to camera-reality, Many a film affording glimpses of opera 
scenes actually exaggerates then artificiality so as to sensitize us, by way 
of contrast, to the flow of haphazard events surging around that opera 
isle. In Germaine Dulac's THE SMILING MADAME BEUDET, a French avant- 
p r d e  film of 1922, the superimposed images of singers in the roles of 
Faust and Mephistopheles are visibly intended to  ridicule operas for their 
glamorous aloofness from the boredom of small-town streets, unloved 
people, and vain daydreams-all those corrosive influences whicb compose 
and decompose Madame Beudet's drab existence. Perhaps the best opera 
satire ever made is that incomparable stage sequence in R e d  Clair's 
LE MILLION in which two corpulent singers deliver a love duet, while be- 
hind them two young lovers, hidden from the theater audience by the sets, 
are so profoundly enamored of each other that they seem unaware of being 
in a place where they do not belong. [Illus. 191 They are strangers there; 
and their genuineness as real-life characters is highlighted by the constant 
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parallels which the camera draws between them and the performers whose 
every move is carefully planned: 

Yet this is not all. Clair manages to confer upon the loving couple 
and their world the very magic which the stage is supposed to radiate. 
When looking a t  the fat singers from the angle of the man in the pit, we 
see them in a setting which, however enchanting, is unaffected by their 
voices and incapable of stirring any illusions. It remains what it is-painted 
canvas. But no sooner are the lovers brought into focus than this very 
scenery undergoes a miraculous change, even though the close shots used 
in presenting it infallibly reveal it to be sheer pretense. A piece of paste- 
board drifting past sham blossoms becomes a frail white cloud; the scraps 
of paper released from the flies turn into fragrant rose petals. Thus stage 
illusion is debunked and at the same time called upon to convey the glow 
and glory of unadulterated life. 

Despite its unique attractiveness for film, the visible world as it sur- 
rounds us here and now is only one of the areas which film makers have 
explored since the archaic days of the medium. Films or film sequences in. 
vading other areas, especially the realms of history and fantasy, are quite 
common. They raise aesthetic problems of interest. 

See pp. 151-2 
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